Surjective isometnes between some classical function spaces are investigated.
Introduction.
Let A and B be Banach spaces. By an isometry from A onto B we mean a linear, norm preserving and surjective map between these Banach spaces. The isometries of most of the well-known Banach spaces have been described. The classical Banach-Stone theorem states that any isometry from C(X) onto C(Y) is induced by a homeomorphism of Y and X. This result has been extended to various other Banach spaces by Nagasawa for function algebras [16] ; by Amir [1] , Cambern [3] and Cengiz [7] for regular subspaces; by Cambern and Pathak [5] , Pathak [17] and Pathak and Vasavada [19] for spaces of differentiable functions; by de Leeuw [15] and Roy [21] for Lipschitz functions; by Pathak [18] , Vasavada [22] and Rao and Roy [20] for absolutely continuous functions and by many other authors. In all the above-mentioned papers the following situation was considered.
Let A be a subspace of a Banach space C(X), which separates points of X, and let Ta be a linear map from A into a Banach space V. We assume the complete norm on A is given by one of the following formulas:
(M) 11/11 = maxdl/Hoo, IITa/H) for / e A, where by || • ||oo we denote the usual sup-norm on C(X);
(E) 11/11 = ll/lloc + Pa/|| iorfeA;
(C) 11/11 =sup{|/(x)| + |TA/(x)|:xeX} for / € A, where, in this case, we assume that V = C(X).
For example the space Cl(X), X C R, is defined by a map T: C1(X) -* C(X): Tf = /', via the formula (M), (£) or (C). The space AC[0,1] of absolutely continuous functions is defined by a map T: AC[0,1] -> Lx[0,1] : Tf = /'. The space Lipa(X), X-metric space, 0 < a < 1, is defined by T: LipQ(X) -C(ß(X x X\{(x,x): x e X})): Tf(x,y) = ^"ff • Assume next that S is a subspace of C(Y), which separates points of Y, and that the norm on B is given by a map Tb-B -+ U, via the same formula as the norm of A. The question arises whether any isometry $ from A onto B is of the canonical form (*) *(/)(v) = xiv) ■ f ° <p{y), f e A, yeY, where <p is a homeomorphism from Y onto X and x is a scalar valued function defined on Y such that |x| = 1.
In this note we give a very simple, elementary scheme to verify the abovementioned problems. This scheme covers all the results we mentioned at the beginning of the introduction. The results hold in both real and complex cases.
Definitions and notation.
In this note we use the standard Banach space terminology. We denote by ext V the set of all extreme points of the closed unit ball V\ of the space V; by V* we denote the space of all continuous linear forms on V. If A is a subspace of C(X) then we identify a point x of X with a linear functional 6X on A defined by A 9 / t-> f(x). By S we denote the set of all scalars of modulus one. In this paper, if we do not specify the set of scalars, we mean that the result holds both in the real and in the complex case.
Let A be a normed subspace of a Banach space C(W), both with the usual supnorm. By a standard result [8, vol. 1, p. 441 ] every extreme point of A\ is of the form X6W, where w G W and |A| = 1.
Note that if the norm on A is defined by the formula (M) then there is an
Hence any extreme point of A] is of the form / >-> af(x), where x G X and a G S, or of the form f^FoTA(f), where F G extV*.
If the norm on A is defined by (E) then a map A3ft-^feÄc
is an isometry. Hence any extreme point of A\ is of the form / ^ af{x) +FoTA{f), where x G X, F G extV, a € S.
If the norm on A is defined by (C) then a suitable choice is W = X x S and f{x, X) = f{x) + X(TAf)(x), x G X, X G S.
Hence any extreme point of A\ is given by
where x G X, a, ß G S.
Let A be a subspace of a space C(X), X compact Hausdorff space. We say that A is an M-subspace of X, E-subspace of X or C-subspace of X if there is a Banach space V and a linear map TA : A -* V such that (1) the norm on A is given by the formula (M), (E) or (C), respectively, (2) for any xi,x2 G X, functionals SXl and 6X2 are linearly independent, and if the corresponding assumptions listed below are satisfied:
(3m) Xq = {x G X: Sx G ext A*} is a dense subset of X, (3d) there is an Fo in extV* such that The assumption of the above theorem, that $*(F) -X, looks very strong and so the theorem seems to be almost trivial, and as a matter of fact it is true, but the advantage of this statement is that for all the classical function spaces, with Mnorm, this strong assumption can be easily verified. The method of verifying this, as we show in the next article, is the following. We define a property P concerning For any y G Y and Ai,A2 G S functionals Xi6y and A2<5y are proportional. Hencê vi(Ai.w) an<^ ^v\(^2,y) are a'so proportional and this means that <Pi(Ai,y) = <Pi(A2,2/). So <p\ does not depend on the first coordinate and, by linearity of $*, the map <p2 is linear with respect to A. We get (1) $'(X6y) = X<p2(y)Sv¡{y) for X6yeY. PROOF. As before the "only if" part is trivial. To prove the "if" part assume that an isometry $: A -> B satisfies our assumptions. Hence there are functions <P\, <p2 and <P3 defined on the set ext/?* c S xY x extlJ*, with values in X, S and extV*, respectively, such that By our assumptions we have ns(77) = YlA($*(//)) for any 77 G ext/?*. Let Go and Vb be as in assumption (3s) for the space 7?. Notice that for any y G Y0 the set Ylß(Sy + Go o Tb) is homeomorphic to S x S. Hence, by (2), the set YlA(<p2(l,y,Go)6ç,1(y<> +ip(l,y)<P4(Go)) is also homeomorphic to S x S and so aS<Pi(y) + ^4(Go) G ext A* for all y£Y0, a,ß<= S.
Hence we have Xo = <Pi(Yo) and we can put F0 = ^(Go) in our assumption (3e). Notice that for any vector space E, for any functionals e\, e*. on E and for any e G E we have card({|ae;(e) + 0e;(e)|:a,/?eS}) = l iff e\(e) ■ e*2(e) = 0.
Hence for any / G A and any y G Yo we have the following implications:
or Go o TB(*(/)) = 0.
This means that the union of keró^^) and kerF0 o TA is equal to the union of ker$*(éj/) and ker$*(Go °Tb)-By the assumption (4s) functionals 6Vl'y) and Fo o Ta are linearly independent so the above proves that for any y G Yo we have two possibilities.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use This shows that the second possibility does not hold for any y G Y0 (except in the trivial case when card(Y) = 1); so to end the proof of (*) it is sufficient to notice that by (i), (2) and by the assumption (4s) we have |x| = \<Pi\ = 1. By the assumption (b) the second possibility never holds; by (4c) we then get |x| = 1^2! = 1 and we are done.
To verify the assumptions of our schemes, given by Theorems 1-3, it is usually necessary to have at least partial description of the extreme functionals in the unit ball of the dual spaces. Hence in some cases it is easier to apply the following theorem, which is an immediate consequence of the Theorem of [12] . 4. Examples. EXAMPLE 1. Let A = C1(X) and B = C1(Y) be algebras of continuously differentiable functions defined on the compact subsets X and Y of the real line, respectively. We do not assume here that the sets X and Y do not contain isolated points but we understand that the derivative of a function / G G1 (X) is defined only on the set of nonisolated points of X. Assume that the norms on A and B are given by the formula (M); this means 11/11 =max(||/||0O,||/'||0O), feA(B).
We prove that A is an M-subspace of C(X). The first two assumptions of the definition of M-subspace are evidently fulfilled. To show the last one notice that for any x0 G X there is an / G Cl(X) such that ||/|| = H/H«, = /(x0) = 1 > ||/'||oo and such that |/(x)| < 1 for x G X\{xo}-Hence for any xo G X the functional 6Xo is an extreme point of A\, so Xo = X. Notice also that for any xo G X there is a g G Cl(X) such that \\g\\ = \\g'\\oo = g'(xo) = 1 > Hslloo and such that \g'(x)\ < 1 for x G X\{xo}. Hence By Theorem 1 we now get that any isometry $ from C1(X) onto C1(Y) is of the form *(/)(y) = x(v) ■ f ■ <p{y) for fe A, ye Y, where x 6 Cl(X), \x\ = 1 and <p is a homeomorphism from Y onto X. It is also easy to verify now that since $ preserves both M-norm and sup-norm, it also preserves the sup-norm of the derivative and hence we get \<p'\ s 1.
We have assumed at the beginning of this example that the sets X and Y are compact. In fact this assumption is not essential and the same holds for arbitrary subsets of the real line not necessarily bounded and closed. We then consider A as a subset of C(ßX) and the proof is slightly more technical.
The general form of the isometries of complex CX(X) spaces, defined on a compact subset X of the real line, without isolated points, was investigated by Pathak and Vasavada [19] . EXAMPLE 2. Let A -AC(X) be the space of all absolutely continuous, scalar valued functions defined on a compact subset X of the real line, such that X = int X.
We define norm on A by As before it is easy to check that both Lipa(X) and lipa(X) are M-subspaces of C(X). Therefore to prove that any isometry from Lipa(X) onto LipQ(Y) or from lipQ(X) onto lipQ(Y) is canonical we have to define a property which "separates" X = {a6x: x e X,a e S} from the rest of the extreme points of the unit ball of (Lipa(X))* or (lipQ(X))\ We have F G ext A*\X iff F G ext A* and there are sequences (Ff)^ and (F?)%>=1 such that (Ff -F?)/\\F? -F2n|| tends to F in the norm topology.
The isometries of the complex Lip: (X) spaces with the above M-norm were considered by Roy [21] , when X is connected with diameter at most 1, and by Vasavada [22] , when X satisfies certain separation conditions.
A similar space defined on the real line was investigated by de Leeuw [15] . To prove that A is a E-subspace of C(X) it is sufficient to notice that for any xi / X2 in X and any a,ß G S there is an / in A such that ||/|| = 1, /(xi) = cf/2, |/(x)| < § for x ¿ xi, f'(x2) = ß/2 and |/'(x)| < \ for x # x2-Hence {aëx + ßSy o D : x ¿ y G X, a, ß G S} C ext A*. Now let $ be any isometry from A onto /?. To prove that $ is canonical, by Theorem 2, we have to show that the assumptions (a) and (b) of this theorem are satisfied. To see this we define two equivalence relations ~i and ~2 on ext A* by the following formulas: To verify (a) and (b) we just have to prove that the map í>* preserves both the above relations. We prove this by defining ~i and ~2 in terms of the weak-* topology of A*, the norms and the linear structures of A and A*, so in the terms which are preserved by $*. To this end we notice that a sequence (an6Xn + ßnf>yn ° 7))^Li C ext A* tends to a0SXo + ßo&yo ° D in the weak-* topology iff an -» a0, ßn -* ßo, xn -> Xo and yn -> 2/0, and in the norm topology iff an -» a0, /?" -► /?o, xn -> xo and yn -j/o f°r all but finitely many n. We have F ~i G iff there are sequences (F")^L1 and (Gn)n°=1 in ext A* which tend, in the norm topology, to F and G, respectively and there is a scalar a such that dim(span{F" : n = 1,2,... }) = oo and Fn + aGn = F + aG for all n G N.
We also have F ~2 G iff there are sequences (F,,)^! and (G")"=1 in ext A* which tend to F and G respectively, in the weak-* topology, but do not tend in the norm topology, and there is a scalar a such that Fn + aGn =F + aG for all n G N.
The isometries of the complex C1 [0,1] space with the above E-norm were described by Rao and Roy [20] . EXAMPLE 5. Let A = AC[0,1] be the spaces of all complex absolutely continuous functions defined on the unit interval with the E-norm; this means with the norm given by 11/11 HI/lloo + H/'lli, feA.
As we noticed in §2 any extreme functional on A is of the form
where x e X, a e S, m is the Lebesgue measure and F is an extreme point of (L1)*, which we identify with a function F G L°° such that |F| = 1 a.e. To prove that A is a E-subspace of G[0,1] we have to show that there is an Fo in ext(L°°) such that for any x G X and any a G S the corresponding functional defined by (7) is To prove that any isometry from A onto itself is canonical we have to, as in the previous example, describe the equivalence relations defined by (5) and (6) by the weak-* topology of A*, the norms and the linear structures of A and A*. To this end notice that a sequence (an6Xn + Fn o D)^=1 C ext A* tends to aèx + F o D in the weak-* topology iff an -* a, xn -► x and F" tends to F in the weak-* topology of L°°; and in the norm topology iff an -► a, xn = x for all but finitely many n G N and ||F" -F|| -» 0.
By Lemma 2.1 of [20] we have and F ~i G iff F and G are contained in the same connected component of the set ext A* equipped with the norm topology, F ~2 G iff there are sequences (Fn)^L1 and (Gn)n<Ll in ext A* which tend, in the norm topology, to F and G, respectively and a scalar a such that dim(span{Fn : n = 1,2,... }) = oo and Fn + aGn = F + aG for all n G N.
The isometries of the spaces AC[0,1] have been described by Cambern [3] and by Rao and Roy [20] . EXAMPLE 6. Let A = C1(X) and B = C1(Y) be as in Example 1 but now with the G-norm; this means with the norm given by ||/||=sup{|/(x)| + |/'(x)|:xGX}.
In order for || • || to be a well-defined norm we have to assume now that X and Y do not contain isolated points. As before, it is standard to verify (see [5, Lemma 2] , for the complex case) that ext A* = {a6x+ßoxoD: xeX,a,ßeS}.
Hence A and B are G-subspaces of C(X) and C(Y), respectively. To prove that any isometry from A onto B is canonical we have to check whether assumptions The isometries of the complex G1 (X) spaces with the C-norm have first been considered by Cambern [3] for X = [0,1] and then by Cambern and Pathak [5] for X any compact subset of the real line, without isolated points.
REMARK. Following the same arguments as given in Examples 1, 4, 6 it can be shown that for a much wider class of G1(7i)-type algebras, with M-, E-or C-norm, any isometry is canonical. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use EXAMPLE 7. Let X be a compact subset of the real line. For 1 < p < oo we define ACP(X) = {/ G G(X): /' exists a.e., /' G LP(X)} and we define a norm on ACP(X) by 11/11 = ll/lloo + ll/V For p = 1 (resp. oo) we get the space AC(X) (resp. Lip(X)). Rao and Roy [20] proved that any isometry from the complex ACp([0,1]) space, p = 1 or oo, onto itself is canonical (cf. Example 5) and asked whether the same holds for 1 < p < oo. The answer is positive and is a consequence of the following more general proposition. We say that an element g of A has the P-property if \\g\\ = 1 and if for any / in A there is a ß e S such that Hi + ¿9/11 = 1141 +11/11-It is evident that this property is preserved by our isometry $. By the definition of the norm on A for any / G A and ß G S such that ||/||oo = suPxex R-eißfix))
PROPOSITION. Let
we have ||1 + 0/H = ||1 + ßfU + ||Ta(/)|| = 1 + H/Hoo + ||ïa(/)|| = 1 + U/H.
Hence to end the proof we have to show that if g e A has the property P then g is a unimodular function on X such that Ta(</) = 0. We first prove that \g\ = con X for some constant c, then we prove that Ta (¡7) = 0 and then from the definition of the norm on A we get c = \\g\\oo -IMI = 1-Assume that there is an xo G X such that |p(xo)| < ||¡/||oo-By assumption (i) there is an / in A such that [20] proved that any isometry from the complex Lipi [0,1] onto itself is canonical and asked whether the same holds in general. To answer this question let X, Y be compact metric spaces, let A be equal to a complex Lipa(X) or lipQ(X) space and let B be equal to a complex LipQ-(Y) or lipQ-(Y) space. We prove that any isometry $ from A onto B is canonical and hence of the form *f{v)=cfotp(y), feA, ye Y, where |c| = 1 and <p is an isometry from Y onto X. To this end, by Theorem 4, it is sufficient to prove that for any such isometry $, $(1) = x ¡s a constant function of norm one. Since 1 = Hxll = Hxlloo + ||7Xx)Hoo we Set tnat the second possibility always holds, this means that T(x) = 0 and we are done.
Rao and Roy

5.
Beside the extensions of the surjective Banach-Stone theorem for various function spaces many authors also considered injective isometries between classical Banach spaces (see for example [2, 9, 10, 11, 13] ) and isomorphisms with a small bound (see [1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 11, 13, 19] ). These problems in general seem to be much harder and the authors do not know whether the similar general schemes can be produced. The following example shows however that even for a very simple function space an injective isometry may be "very uncanonical." Let A be equal to G1 [0,1] with the M-norm. Let <p be a continuous map from [0,1] onto A\ equipped with the weak-* topology. We define $: A -► A by *(/)(<)= / V(x)(f)dx. Jo
On the other hand, if we assume that the injective isometry from the above space A into itself preserves the constant function then it is automatically surjective and of the canonical form. This can be proven exactly by the same arguments as used in [12] .
